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   QUESTION 11What is the result of setting event dependencies for a custom JavaScript event? A.    The system prevents the

custom event from executing if the defined fields are removed from the form.B.    The values of the defined fields are sent to the

custom event as parameters.C.    The defined functions are executed after the custom event.D.    The system prevents users from

removing the defined fields from the form. Answer: D QUESTION 12Which deployment type is supported for custom XAML

workflows? A.    both online and on-premisesB.    online onlyC.    Custom XAML workflows are NOT supported for either online or

on-premises deploymentsD.    on-premises only Answer: D QUESTION 13You develop custom activities that must be included in a

Microsoft Dynamics CRM workflow process.You need to ensure that the activities are available in the workflow steps.What should

you do next? A.    define the variableB.    reference the Windows Workflow Foundation activity libraryC.    use the Plug-in

Registration toolD.    define the input argument Answer: C QUESTION 14You need to create a series of pages to allow users to

enter their usernames and birthdates when prompted. Which process type should you use? A.    DialogsB.    ActionsC.    Business

process flowD.    Workflows Answer: A QUESTION 15You are creating an action in Microsoft Dynamics CRM.You need to call a

dialog rule that will be executed as a new process from the parent process.Which action type should you use? A.    Link Child

DialogB.    Create DialogC.    Start Child WorkflowD.    Assign Record Answer: A QUESTION 16In a Microsoft Dynamics CRM

on-premises environment, you are creating a custom XAML workflow library in a XAML workflow project by using Microsoft

Visual Studio.You add a new XAML workflow activity item to the project and specify a name for the process you are creating.

Which reference item should you add to the XAML workflow library in order for it to compile successfully? A.   

System.Runtime.InteropServicesB.    System.ReflectionC.    System.Runtime.SerializationD.    System.Runtime.CompilerServices

Answer: C QUESTION 17To which unit of a dialog do you add prompts and responses? A.    VariableB.    Business process flowC. 

  PageD.    Action Answer: C QUESTION 18You are developing code that uses an XMLHttpRequest object to update a Microsoft

Dynamics CRM record by using the Representational Stat Transfer (REST) endpoint.You need to ensure that only the specified

fields in the request get updated.Which HTTP verb should you include? A.    GETB.    MERGEC.    DELETED.    PUT Answer: C

QUESTION 19You write the following code segment to create an Account record by using jQuery and the Representational State

Transfer (REST) endpoint. (Line numbers included for reference only.)  

 The variable ODataPath is set correctly.Which code segment should you include at line 03 to create the new Account record? A.   

var entity = DSON.stringify(account),B.    var entity = JSON.parse(account),C.    var entity = $.parseXML(account)tD.    var entity

= encodeURI(account), Answer: D QUESTION 20Which three types are valid types of web resource files? A.    Webpage (HTML)
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B.    Script (JScript)C.    Style Sheet (XSL)D.    ASP.NET Web Form (ASPX)E.    Active Server Page (ASP) Answer: ABC   100%
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